Unveiled in the Ford Motor Company’s display at the 2019 SEMA show in Las Vegas, the Shelby GT500 Dragon Snake is a modern take on a proven Shelby philosophy. During the 1960s, Shelby American offered a drag racing version of the Shelby Cobra called the “Dragonsnake.” Given the new Ford Shelby GT500’s dual clutch transmission and stout 5.2L engine, Shelby American reimagined Ford’s new Mustang supercar for that same mission.

The Shelby team’s design for the Dragon Snake adds more power to the car (800 HP+), revises the suspension for maximum grip and straight line acceleration, lightens the car with specialty equipment and exotic materials, retunes the DCT and modifies the bodywork including unique wheels. A widebody option is also being considered. In addition to the engine tune, Shelby American added high-flow catalytic converters, new lightweight glasswork and other innovations.
2020 Shelby GT500 Dragon Snake Concept

**Standard Features**

**Performance**
- Shelby suspension system
- MagneRide enabled
- Front and rear springs
- Front and rear sway bars
- Shelby Supercharger upgrade
- Windshield and glass package
- Performance Half-shafts
- Full exhaust system
- Catalytic converters
- Mufflers + exhaust tips (Cat back system)
- Emissions complaint 50 state legal

**Exteriors**
- Carbon fiber hood
- Drag style carbon fiber spoiler
- One-piece forged aluminum wheels
- Hardened and extended wheel studs
- Performance tires
- Wide body option
- Shelby hood pins
- Striping and badging

**Interiors**
- Custom Shelby leather interior
- Serialized CSM numbered engine plate
- Serialized CSM numbered dash plaque
FOB Las Vegas. NOTE: Pricing, options and availability subject to change without notice. Minimum 91 octane required in supercharged vehicles. Equipment may void factory powertrain warranty. Supercharger not-included in green states. Purchase and installation of supercharger sold separately in green states. International customers should check for import restrictions. SHELBY®, SHELBY GT®, GT350®, GT500®, SUPER SNAKE® and SHELBY AMERICAN® are registered trademarks and/or the tradenames of Carroll Shelby and Carroll Shelby Licensing, Inc. (Shelby).